CHAPEL - SMALL
ARMY STANDARD DESIGN
VARIOUS LOCATONS (CONUS)
GENERAL NOTES:
1. REFER TO THE ARMY STANDARD AND ARMY STANDARD DESIGN DOCUMENTS FOR ALL SPECIFICATIONS, DRAWINGS, REQUIREMENTS, AND TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ILLUSTRATED IN THESE PLANS.
2. THE LOCATION AND NUMBER OF BUILDING ACCESSIBLE WHEELCHAIR BÁZADES, BÁZADES, TOILET ACCESSORIES, AND TOILET BÁZADES, TOILET ACCESSORIES, INCLUDING THOSE THAT MAY NOT BE APPLICABLE CODES AND CRITERIA) FOR STANDARD DESIGN TEXT (AS WELL AS ANY REQUIRED PER SPECIFIC USER NEEDS.
3. ROOM NUMBERING IS FOR REFERENCE ONLY. ACTUAL ROOM NUMBERING MAY BE IMPLEMENTED AS REQUIRED TO SUIT INDIVIDUAL NEEDS.
4. THE NUMBER AND LOCATION OF MEDIA CONSOLES IS FLEXIBLE BASED ON THE POSSIBLE LOCATIONS FOR MEDIA CONSOLES. THE BALCONY MEDIA CONTROL CONSOLE IS REQUIRED BY THE ARMY STANDARD, BUT ALL OTHERS MAY BE IMPLEMENTED AS REQUIRED TO SUIT INDIVIDUAL NEEDS.
5. THE DASHED LINE SHOWN AT PERIMETER DESIGN FOR ENERGY ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS. SEE ARCHITECTURAL AND MECHANICAL PORTIONS OF STANDARD DESIGN REQUIREMENTS. EACH SPECIFIC FURNISHING REQUIREMENTS. EACH GENERAL NOTES:
6. LOCATION OF OPTIONAL DROP CURTAIN AS REQUIRED PER SPECIFIC USER NEEDS.
A - SECOND FLOOR PLAN

GENERAL NOTES:
1. REFER TO THE ARMY STANDARD AND ARMY STANDARD DESIGN DOCUMENTS FOR ALL FACILITY DESIGN REQUIREMENTS. THESE REQUIREMENTS MUST BE ILLUSTRATED IN THESE PLANS.

2. THE LOCATION AND NUMBER OF BUILDING ROOMS AND BUILDING FEATURES SHOWN IN THESE PLANS MAY BE CONSIDERED TO BE OCCUPANCIES. INCREASE OR DECREASE IN NUMBERS OF ROOMS AND BUILDING FEATURES IS ALLOWABLE PROVIDING TOTAL OCCUPANCY NUMBERS DO NOT EXCEED THE REQUIRED LIMITS.

3. ROOM NUMBERING IS FOR REFERENCE ONLY. ACTUAL ROOM NUMBERING MAY BE ALTERED TO SUIT THE INDIVIDUAL FACILITY OR INSTALLATION.

4. THE NUMBER AND LOCATION OF MEDIA CONSOLES IS FLEXIBLE BASED ON THE INDIVIDUAL NEEDS OF EACH INSTALLATION AND USER. THIS IS NOT CONSIDERED TO BE A PART OF THE REQUIRED FACILITIES FOR MEDIA CONSOLES. THE BALCONY MEDIA CONTROL CONSOLES ARE REQUIRED TO BE PLACED IN THE LOCATION SHOWN IN THESE PLANS.

5. THE DASHED LINE SHOWN AT PERIMETER OF BUILDING INDICATES ADDITIONAL 8" OF WALL SPACE FOR INSULATION IF NEEDED TO MEET ENERGY PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS. THIS ADDITIONAL WALL SPACE MAY BE USED FOR REAR PROJECTION AND AV EQUIPMENT.

6. PLENUM SPACE BEHIND THE PROJECTION SURFACE MAY BE USED FOR REAR PROJECTION AND AV EQUIPMENT. INCLUDES THIS ADDITIONAL WALL SPACE FOR INSULATION IF NEEDED TO MEET ENERGY REQUIREMENTS. SEE ARCHITECTURAL AND MECHANICAL PORTIONS OF STANDARD DESIGN REQUIREMENTS.

7. GRAND TOTAL FLOOR AREA FOR ENERGY ANALYSIS DESIGN FOR ENERGY ANALYSIS INCLUDES THIS ADDITIONAL WALL WIDTH.

8. THE DASHED LINE SHOWN AT PERIMETER OF BUILDING INDICATES ADDITIONAL 8" OF WALL SPACE FOR INSULATION IF NEEDED TO MEET ENERGY PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS. THIS ADDITIONAL WALL SPACE MAY BE USED FOR REAR PROJECTION AND AV EQUIPMENT.

9. THE NUMBER AND LOCATION OF BUILDING ROOMS AND BUILDING FEATURES SHOWN IN THESE PLANS MAY BE CONSIDERED TO BE OCCUPANCIES. INCREASE OR DECREASE IN NUMBERS OF ROOMS AND BUILDING FEATURES IS ALLOWABLE PROVIDING TOTAL OCCUPANCY NUMBERS DO NOT EXCEED THE REQUIRED LIMITS.

10. ACTUAL ROOM NUMBERING MAY BE ALTERED TO SUIT THE INDIVIDUAL FACILITY OR INSTALLATION.

11. THE NUMBER AND LOCATION OF MEDIA CONSOLES IS FLEXIBLE BASED ON THE INDIVIDUAL NEEDS OF EACH INSTALLATION AND USER. THIS IS NOT CONSIDERED TO BE A PART OF THE REQUIRED FACILITIES FOR MEDIA CONSOLES. THE BALCONY MEDIA CONTROL CONSOLES ARE REQUIRED TO BE PLACED IN THE LOCATION SHOWN IN THESE PLANS.

12. THE DASHED LINE SHOWN AT PERIMETER OF BUILDING INDICATES ADDITIONAL 8" OF WALL SPACE FOR INSULATION IF NEEDED TO MEET ENERGY PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS. THIS ADDITIONAL WALL SPACE MAY BE USED FOR REAR PROJECTION AND AV EQUIPMENT.

13. PLENUM SPACE BEHIND THE PROJECTION SURFACE MAY BE USED FOR REAR PROJECTION AND AV EQUIPMENT. INCLUDES THIS ADDITIONAL WALL SPACE FOR INSULATION IF NEEDED TO MEET ENERGY REQUIREMENTS. SEE ARCHITECTURAL AND MECHANICAL PORTIONS OF STANDARD DESIGN REQUIREMENTS.

14. GRAND TOTAL FLOOR AREA FOR ENERGY ANALYSIS DESIGN FOR ENERGY ANALYSIS INCLUDES THIS ADDITIONAL WALL WIDTH.
REQUIREMENTS.

1. Refer to the Army Standard and Army Standard Design Documents for All Facility Design Requirements. See the applicable Army Standard Design Documents for all facility design requirements. Actual room numbering may be altered to suit the needs of the individual facility for installation.

2. The location and number of building foundations are based on known soil conditions. They may be located to meet other design requirements as necessary. The location and number of building foundations may be altered to suit the needs of the individual facility for installation.

3. Room numbering is for reference only and may be altered to suit the needs of the individual facility for installation.

4. Many aspects of the interior elevations and finishes may be modified by the designer by means of marking. This marking is not necessarily an endorsement of the proposed finish, but should be used for reference only. Certain finishes are intended for the use of the general public. The designer should consult with the client to determine the level of finish required for a particular interior space. The designer should also consult with the client to determine the level of finish required for a particular interior space.

5. Foundations shown are graphic representations only and are not intended to indicate any type of foundation design requirements.

GENERAL NOTES:

1. Refer to the Army Standard and Army Standard Design Documents for All Facility Design Requirements. See the applicable Army Standard Design Documents for all facility design requirements. Actual room numbering may be altered to suit the needs of the individual facility for installation.

2. The location and number of building foundations are based on known soil conditions. They may be located to meet other design requirements as necessary. The location and number of building foundations may be altered to suit the needs of the individual facility for installation.

3. Room numbering is for reference only and may be altered to suit the needs of the individual facility for installation.

4. Many aspects of the interior elevations and finishes may be modified by the designer by means of marking. This marking is not necessarily an endorsement of the proposed finish, but should be used for reference only. Certain finishes are intended for the use of the general public. The designer should consult with the client to determine the level of finish required for a particular interior space. The designer should also consult with the client to determine the level of finish required for a particular interior space.

5. Foundations shown are graphic representations only and are not intended to indicate any type of foundation design requirements.

A - BUILDING SECTION

SCALE: 3/32" = 1'-0"

B - WORSHIP CENTER INT ELEV

SCALE: 1/8" = 1'-0"
# FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT LEGEND

**TOILET RECEPTACLES.**

For locations and requirements for toilet receptacles, refer to interior specialties section.

**MARKERBOARDS, PRESENTATION BOARDS AND A-SERIES DRAWINGS FOR LOCATIONS OF THE LEGEND ARE OPTIONAL.** Coordinate with the user.

**ITEMS IDENTIFIED WITH AN ASTERISK IN NOTES:**

- T06  30" DIA TABLE
- T05  END TABLE
- T04  LOBBY END TABLE
- T03  TABLE DOLLY (72" X 30" TABLE)
- T02  CHILDREN'S TABLE
- T01  MULTI-PURPOSE TABLE, 72" X 30" TABLE

**TABLES:**

- S12  ROCKER/GLIDER
- S11  NOT USED
- S10  SMALL CHILDREN'S CHAIR
- S09  NOT USED
- S08  NOT USED
- S07  STACKING CHAIR DOLLY
- S06  STACKING CHAIR
- S05  NOT USED
- S04  LOUNGE CHAIR
- S03  GUEST CHAIR
- S02  NOT USED
- S01  DESK CHAIR

**SEATING:**

- M27  PORTABLE PROJECTION SCREEN
- M26  KIOSK
- M25  STAGE DOLLY
- M24  STAGE
- M23  CRIB
- M22  NOT USED
- M21  BAPTISTERY MAT, SMALL
- M20  NOT USED
- M19  MEDIA PLAYER
- M18  TV, FLAT SCREEN
- M17  PORTABLE PROJECTOR
- M16  OUTDOOR FURNITURE*
- M15  KEYBOARD/SYNTHESIZER
- M14  WARMING DRAWER
- M13  MICROWAVE
- M12  UNDERCOUNTER REFRIGERATOR
- M11  ICE MACHINE
- M10  DISHWASHER
- M09  RANGE
- M08  REFRIGERATOR
- M07  UPRIGHT PIANO
- M06  BABY GRAND PIANO
- M05  GRAND PIANO
- M04  ORGAN
- M03  SMALL EQUIPMENT CART
- M02  MEDIUM EQUIPMENT CART
- M01  PORTABLE PODIUM

**MISCELLANEOUS:**

- D10  LATERAL FILE W/ SHELVING
- D09  NOT USED
- D08  L-SHAPED WORKSTATION, L-RETURN
- D07  NOT USED
- D06  NOT USED
- D05  NOT USED
- D04  NOT USED
- D03  NOT USED
- D02  U-SHAPED WORKSTATION, L-RETURN
- D01  U-SHAPED WORKSTATION, R-RETURN

**DESKS AND STORAGE:**

- A04  TOILET RECEPTACLE
- A03  PAPER RECYCLE RECPTACLE
- A02  LARGE TRASH RECEPTACLE
- A01  SMALL TRASH RECEPTACLE

**ACCESSORIES:**

- E15  PORTABLE ALTAR
- E14  ALTAR RAIL UNIT
- E13  KNEELER/PRIE-DIEU WITH SCREEN
- E12  BAPTISMAL FONT
- E11  STACKING PEW CHAIR WITH KNEELER
- E10  CHANCEL CHAIR
- E09  STACKING PEW CHAIR WITH KNEELER
- E08  PEW
- E07  PULPIT
- E06  LECTERN
- E05  OFFERTORY TABLE
- E04  CREDENCE TABLE*
- E03  COMMUNION TABLE*
- E02  ALTAR, SMALL
- E01  ALTAR

**ECCLESIASTICAL EQUIPMENT:**

- 235A  SMALL CHAPEL
- 235B  BASIC MINISTRY SERIES
- 235C  VARIOUS LOCATIONS

**SECOND FLOOR FURNITURE PLAN**

- SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"